How can veganism be related to eating disorders?

Unfortunately, some people become attracted to vegetarianism and veganism as a way to reduce calories and food intake. This is a warning sign that the person may have disordered eating practices and be at risk of developing an eating disorder. If dietary omissions are occurring to serve eating disorder patterns of rigidity and restriction, or from a place of fear, it is important to find out why.

There is evidence that more people with eating disorders report being vegetarian or vegan compared to the rest of the population.

This does not mean that being vegetarian or vegan causes an eating disorder but there definitely is a relationship and it may be a contributing factor for some people. Anytime a person starts cutting out certain foods from their diet or becomes overly preoccupied with food and eating there is a risk of developing disordered eating and/or an eating disorder.

So how do you know when it is a potential problem?

The key to understanding someone’s choice to become either vegan or vegetarian is to have a conversation to find out what the reasons are for this decision. People may be good at describing their reasons based on ethical thinking yet when further questions are asked will often identify that the choice is also about a desire to reduce calorie intake. Some warning signs are:

Both vegan and vegetarian diets are examples of plant-based diets. Another term that is often used is flexitarian, which can mean a person who will eat meat or animal products only on certain occasions.

Omnivore: a person who eats a variety of food of both plant and animal origin.

Our changing dietary preferences

The number of Australians choosing to eat a vegetarian or vegan diet is on the rise. Research in 2018 found that there are 2.5 million people (12.5%) who are all or almost all vegetarian – this is up from just 1.7 million (9%) in 2012. Of these, it is estimated that 500,000 are vegan (about 2% of the population).

There are a variety of reasons a person might choose to eat a vegan, vegetarian or plant-based diet – these can be religious, ethical, environmental or for the potential health benefits of eating more plant foods. When a person follows a vegan or vegetarian diet because it is closely aligned with their values it can provide a sense of purpose and fulfillment. A nutritionally aware and supplemented, vegan or vegetarian diet is supported by the Australian Dietary Guidelines for adults and can be followed long-term with no negative health impacts.
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It is certainly possible to maintain a vegan or vegetarian diet and restore weight during recovery from an eating disorder but there are several important factors to consider. This includes ensuring that the person’s nutritional needs (type and quantity of essential nutrients) are met as well as considering the volume of food required to meet calorie needs without causing gastrointestinal (GI) distress (plant foods often contain a lot of fibre and when eaten in large quantities can cause bloating, gas and changes in bowel habits in some people).

Depending on the range of foods consumed, some vegan and vegetarian diets can lack nutrients – so it is important to ensure that a recovery meal plan is well thought out and supplemented where necessary. Please see our accompanying factsheet, Nutritional requirements for vegans and vegetarians, to learn more.

The other major consideration is ensuring the foods provide adequate calories for weight restoration in portion sizes that are realistic and manageable to digest. Plant foods can provide the same calories and essential nutrients as animal foods but sometimes the quantity required can be much higher. For example, you would need to eat 6 cups of broccoli for the same amount of protein that is in 2 eggs or around 15 cups of kale for the equivalent protein in a chicken breast.

Animal foods also tend to be higher in fat content, which means they are higher in calories, which is important when undertaking weight restoration.

Due to these complicating factors, the need for good dietetic support and the possibility of additional medical concerns, many in-patient units will not allow patients to remain vegan or vegetarian whilst engaging in weight restoration.

Some questions to consider asking are:

- What is the reason you started a vegan or vegetarian diet? If vegan, would you consider eating a vegetarian diet (including eggs and dairy)? (Purpose is to explore motivations for the diet restrictions and understanding of nutrition requirements – can they articulate reasons and is it values orientated or fear-based?).
- What thoughts or reactions come up for you if you consider increasing your range of food choices or challenging your vegan or vegetarian diet? (Can help explore values orientated response compared to fear-based).
- Have you made any other lifestyle changes (such as clothing choices) to align with a vegan philosophy?

Veganism, weight restoration and eating disorder recovery

It is certainly possible to maintain a vegan or vegetarian diet and restore weight during recovery from an eating disorder but there are several important factors to consider. This includes ensuring that the person’s nutritional needs (type and quantity of essential nutrients) are met as well as considering the volume of food required to meet calorie needs without causing gastrointestinal (GI) distress (plant foods often contain a lot of fibre and when eaten in large quantities can cause bloating, gas and changes in bowel habits in some people).
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The other major consideration is ensuring the foods provide adequate calories for weight restoration in portion sizes that are realistic and manageable to digest. Plant foods can provide the same calories and essential nutrients as animal foods but sometimes the quantity required can be much higher. For example, you would need to eat 6 cups of broccoli for the same amount of protein that is in 2 eggs or around 15 cups of kale for the equivalent protein in a chicken breast.

Animal foods also tend to be higher in fat content, which means they are higher in calories, which is important when undertaking weight restoration.

Due to these complicating factors, the need for good dietetic support and the possibility of additional medical concerns, many in-patient units will not allow patients to remain vegan or vegetarian whilst engaging in weight restoration.

Key takeaways

- It is important to thoroughly understand a person’s true motivation for eating a vegetarian or vegan diet to ensure it is not coming from a place of fear or a desire to restrict or reduce food intake.
- People who eat a completely vegan diet and some vegetarian diets require careful nutritional guidance and lifelong supplementation of some essential nutrients.
- Despite these challenges it is possible to go through eating disorder recovery and/or weight restore on a vegan or vegetarian diet but to do so properly requires professional support and resources which may not always be provided or easily available.

Don’t forget EDV is here to help

If you are concerned about yourself or someone else, EDV are here to listen and help. Contact the EDV Hub on 1300 550 236 between 9.30am – 4.30pm, Monday – Friday or email edv@eatingdisorders.org.au
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The Australian Dietary Guidelines (ADG), developed by the Australian Government National Health and Medical Research Council (NHMRC) provide up-to-date advice about the amount and kinds of foods that we need to eat for health and wellbeing. The recommendations are based on scientific evidence, developed after looking at good quality research. On page 35 of the full guideline document the position statement regarding vegetarian or vegan dietary patterns states: “Appropriately planned vegetarian diets, including total vegetarian or vegan diets, are healthy and nutritionally adequate. Well-planned vegetarian diets are appropriate for individuals during all stages of the lifecycle. Those following a strict vegetarian or vegan diet can meet nutrient requirements as long as energy needs are met and an appropriate variety of plant foods are eaten throughout the day. Those following a vegan diet should choose foods to ensure adequate intake of iron and zinc and to optimise the absorption and bioavailability of iron, zinc and calcium. Supplementation of vitamin B12 may be required for people with strict vegan dietary patterns”.
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